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We Could All Use a Little R&R!

Pasture Rotation is Good for Land, Hens and Farmers
Pasture rotation helps us give every one
of our pastures the time and space to rest
and rejuvenate naturally. So how does it
work? We start by dividing each pasture
into eight sections, called paddocks.
While the girls roam one paddock, the
rest of the pasture is left fallow, free to
soak up sun and rain. Every 21 days or so,
our farmers give a hen-pecked paddock
a break and our girls a change of scenery.
That’s good for the land, the hens and
the farmers. Why?

naturally. Lush land is great for farmers,
as thriving greens contribute to soil
health, reduce erosion and support
water management — all without
pesticides or herbicides.
Our girls love pasture rotation too, as each
farm-fresh paddock means new paths to
discover, new plants to forage and new
critters to hunt. It’s amazing that something
so simple — rest a little! — can pay off so
big, but we’re all in! Right after this nap.

Vital Farms girls are industrious and
insatiable. And they can peck a pasture
right down to dirt. But with a little time
and the help of the hens’ personal
contribution (nitrogen-rich, all-natural
fertilizer), resting paddocks grow lush
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Tree Huggers…
With Wings
Our hens love trees — love them.
Surprised? It’s true that our hens are
descended from jungle fowl who lived
in heavily wooded canopies. But today’s
modern girls also love trees for the
reasons we do — their comforting shade
and shelter from wind and rain. In the
pastures, trees also protect hens from
predators, and their roots and fallen
leaves often host the delicious crunchies
our girls adore. So next time you find
yourself wrapping your arms around a big,
beautiful tree, give it a little extra squeeze
for the girls on grass (and under trees).

Bird of the Month

Elegant Edith balances across
a low-hanging limb beneath a
cool canopy of leaves.
OUR MISSION is to bring
ethically produced food to the
table by coordinating a collection
of family farms to operate with
a well-defined set of agricultural
practices that accentuates the
humane treatment of farm animals
as the central tenet.
Do you love cooking with our pastureraised eggs? Show off your Vital Farms
creation on social and tag us!
@VitalFarms
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